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Abstract

Measuring OA

•

• Sources of ambiguity:

•

Open Access to scientific results - from publications to data - is high on the agenda of science
policy drivers. Since long there is no doubt that making your own research available on the web is
the best way to gain visibility and impact (Lawrence 2001). The Open Access movement started
with calls for self-archiving (Harnad 2001), led to new technological solutions for scholarly
communication (Macgregor et al. 2014), conquered the science political area (Budapest Open
Access Initiative 2002), and has now reached the stage of being implemented in evaluation
schemes. For the latter Current Research Information Systems (CRIS) play an increasing role. In
Europe, OpenAire2020 and euroCRIS have joined forces to promote CERIF - an XML based data
model - as a standard to exchange research information, and commercial parties (such as PURE
and CONVERIS) have in principle agreed to make their systems CERIF compliant.
This poster discusses the use of CRIS for monitoring OA. In particular we discuss different
definitions of Open Access as implemented in technical systems, and the consequences of
applying those different measures to determine the percentage of OA publications of a country.
More particular, we present empirical analysis of growth, institutional and disciplinary distribution
of Open Access publications based on NARCIS, the RIS portal into the Dutch research
landscape. We discuss limitations and differences in OA counts due to different technical
solutions. Based on those empirical explorations, we see a need of further methodological
research about the metrics of Open Access prior to implementation of some metrics in evaluation
schemes. At the same time, we demonstrate the potential of standardized and harmonized
research information, and argue for further collaboration to create networked observatories of
scholarly activities, in which Open Access is one important indicator.

Visualizing OA in NARCIS
Op e n Un i v ersi ty

•

What type of publications? (all, peer reviewed articles, …)

•

What type of OA? Only publications in OA registered journals (DOAJ registry) or also
those agreeing to Green OA (self-archiving) (Sherpa Romeo registry)

•

L e i d e n Uni ve sr ti y

In which RIS: DB of publisher; international DB; local institutional RIS. Each might
apply another internal ‘counting’ method.
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2019: 60 % of all
Dutch research
papers OA
2024: 100 %
How to monitor?

In May 2005, 16 major Dutch universities cooperatively launched DAREnet, the Digital
Academic Repositories, making over 47,000 research papers available to anyone with
internet access. From 1 January 2007, at the completion of the DARE programme, KNAW
Research Information has taken over responsibility for the DAREnet portal. On 2 June 2008,
DAREnet has been incorporated into the scholarly portal NARCIS. In 2016 NARCIS
provides access to over 438,000 open access publications from all Dutch universities,
KNAW, NWO and a number of scientific institutes.

Input

Process

Output

RIS collect and curate information about scientific knowledge production from the input side
(staff, expenditures, instruments, projects) to the output side (publications, PhD students,
patents). We see a trend to all encompassing RIS, and to automatic coupling of divers RIS
sources based on satndards and protocols (CERIF, OI_PMH)

[4]

Green OA mandate in NL

Definition of OA
• Green OA = author self-archiving (as preprint, or as a supplement in an
(institutional repository)

User–driven OA definition – still ambiguity BUT
Central RIS allows comparison and combination with other metadata

• Gold OA = to publish in a journal that makes its own articles OA (with or
without Article Processing Charge)
Other publication
venues, incl.
non-peer reviewed
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Reality

OA Journals =
Gold OA
all research paper

Conclusions
• Different disciplines have different scholarly communication cultures, including
sharing information and OA.

Open Access (OA) means free online access to peer-reviewed research
journal articles [5]

Institutional
repositories

Automatic
harvesting
OAI_PMH

NARCIS

• Computer-based systems for Research Information have different ways OA can be
tagged to output. The fact that they are often user-content driven can increase
ambiguity.
• Interoperability of RIS, and standards as CERIF are the way of the future to gather
and analyse data.
• Central harvesters – such as NARCIS – allow to visualize OA in Context. These
visualisation also inform about the quality of OA measurement.
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